Bushing Data:

- Rated Voltage: 362 kV
- Phase to-earth Voltage: 220 kV
- Dry Lightning Impulse: 1.2/50µs 1175 kV
- Wet Switching Impulse: 850 kV
- Wet Power-frequency AC: 540 kV
- Rated Current: 5000 A
- Creepage Distance: 9120 mm
- Mass: 935 kg

Ordering Data:

- BUSHING COLOUR AIR INSULATOR
  LF170 061 D / -AD BROWN / LIGHT GREY

- OUTER TERMINAL
  LF10 013-4 Cu 190 60
  LF10 013-6 Cu 225 60
  LF170 073-G Cu/Ag 125 60
  OTHER TYPES ON REQUEST

- END-SHIELD
  LF170 046-U EPOXY INSULATED
  LF170 046-U P INSULATED WITH 3 mm PRESSBOARD

- DRAW ROD SYSTEM
  LF170 059 LOWER DRAW ROD WITH N1=4 OR N1=6
  LF170 057 UPPER DRAW ROD

- INNER TERMINAL
  LF170 056-A (*) 35 - - -
  LF170 056-B 15 35 95 390 370
  LF170 056-C 30 35 285 1000 830

- (*) WITH PILOT HOLE D=5

- Additional joint on request

- Threaded hole M8 for pulling wire

- Threaded hole M8 for pulling wire

- Pulling wire

- Additional joint on request

- Earthed layer

- Mounting holes

- Test tap

- M12

- Threaded hole M8 for pulling wire

- Upper draw rod

- Additional joint on request

- Lower draw rod

- N1=4

- N1=6